Formation Mechanism and Reduction Technology of Mining-Induced Fissures in Shallow Thick Coal Seam Mining
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Surface mining-induced fissures formed in shallow coal seam mining have serious impact on safety mining and water resources protection. This paper proposes a novel approach to study the formation mechanism and dynamic development of surface mining-induced fissures in shallow coal seam mining. This approach combines field tests, theoretical analysis, and numerical simulations based on the geological condition of shallow coal seam mining in Chuancao Gedan Coal Mine. Two typical surface mining-induced fissures, step-type fissures and collapse-type fissures, are generated in shallow coal seam mining. The fissures with large vertical throw or horizontal opening severely impact water resource protection and surface ecological environment. Surface mining-induced fissures are generated periodically and changed dynamically with the movement of loading key strata. The vertical throw and horizontal opening of surface fissures are changed dynamically with the movement of loading key strata. The movement forms of loading key strata determine the morphological development of surface fissures. Downward sliding movement of broken rocks causes step-type fissures, while downward rotation movement leads to collapse-type fissures. The degree of the downward sliding and rotation of broken rocks determines the vertical throw and horizontal opening of surface fissures. This paper proposes mining technologies to reduce damaging ground fissures in shallow coal seam mining and analyzes their control effects.

1. Introduction

With coal exploitation focus transferring to the Western China, more and more attention is paid to safety mining [1, 2]. Mining area in Western China generally has characteristics of shallow burial depth, large coal reserves, and fragile ecological environment. Underground mining leads to large number of mining-induced fissures, resulting in ecological and environmental disasters such as land deterioration and water resources deterioration [3–5]. According to the geological condition of shallow coal seam, relevant scholars have carried out researches on mining pressure and strata control, mining subsidence and prevention technology, and water-preserved mining technology. Huang et al. established mechanical structure models of “short voussoir beam” and “step beam” of main roof, providing the basic method of supporting design for shallow coal seam working face [6]. Huang put forward the shallow seam definition for strata control by use of three key index, the key strata, the thickness ratio of rock to soft overburden, and the depth of coal seams [7]. Xing et al. and Xu et al. classified key strata structures in shallow coal seams and analyzed their structural stability [8, 9]. Related scholars used field tests, theoretical analysis, and numerical simulations to study overlying strata movement, mining subsidence, surface mining-induced fissures, and so on, providing principle for supporting design, subsidence trough reclamation, and ecological restoration in the mining area of shallow coal seam [10–14]. Zhang et al., Booth and Bertsch, and Ma et al. carried out researches on mining-induced fissures of overlying strata from the perspectives of the structure characteristics of key strata and water-resisting key strata, providing water-preserved mining technologies in shallow buried coal seam [15–17]. Large number of surface mining-induced fissures will be generated and have serious impact on surface ecological environment in shallow coal seam mining [18, 19]. There are less related researches on dynamic development of surface mining-induced fissures, correlation between overlying strata movement and surface...
fissures development, formation mechanism, and reduction technologies of mining-induced fissures in shallow coal seam mining.

In this article, formation mechanism and reduction technology of mining-induced fissures in shallow coal seam mining are studied based on the geological conditions of Chuancao Gedan Coal Mine.

2. Morphological Development of Surface Fissures in Shallow Coal Seam Mining and Their Impact on the Ecological Environment

Surface mining-induced fissures are periodically generated with the advancing of working face based on in situ observations. These fissures cause cutting damage of surface loess layer, resulting in ecological and environmental disasters such as land deterioration and water resources deterioration. Some fissures easily cause air, water, and sand entering into working face, which has serious impact on safety mining [6, 18].

Two surface typical mining-induced fissures, step-type fissures and collapse-type fissures, are generated (see Figures 1 and 2). The vertical throw and horizontal opening of different surface fissures have great differences. The fissures causing great damage to ecological environment have large vertical throw or horizontal opening. The land surface vegetation cover was observed for a period of time after formation of damaging surface fissures (see Figure 1).

The results show that damaging surface fissures have serious impact on water resources protection, resulting in significant reduction of vegetation species and quality, which causes serious damage to the fragile ecological environment. Collapse-type fissures with large value of horizontal opening are prone to cause air leakage, water inrush, and sand inrush in working face, which has serious impact on safety mining.

It has been accepted that ground fissures are generated in cases where the ground movement exceeds its deformation limit (Qian and Zhao, 1987; Qian et al. 1994). Figure 3 shows the horizontal and vertical displacements of two adjacent points on the ground surface after mining.

Taking Point 4 and Point 5 in Figure 4 as an example, the horizontal displacement difference \( \Delta u = u_5 - u_4 \) refers to the horizontal opening of the fissure between these points, and the vertical displacement difference \( \Delta w = w_5 - w_4 \) refers to the vertical throw of the fissure between these points. Additionally, the overburden of most shallow seams is loess strata or aeolian sand strata with low mechanical strength, viscosity, and shear resistance. Therefore, ground fissures are generated in the presence of slight tensile or shear stress. With a large \( \Delta u \), bifurcation separation of ground fissures was observed on the weak sides, and the triangle between the two branches shifted downward, resulting in collapse grooves.

3. Dynamic Development of Surface Fissures in Shallow Coal Seam Mining

Based on the geological condition of Chuancao Gedan Coal Mine, this section measures and analyzes the dynamic development of step-type fissures and collapse-type fissures.
as well as their correlation with periodic weighting (expression form of main roof periodic breakage on mining face) of working face. The main controlling factor influencing the formation and development of surface fissures is found.

3.1. Dynamic Development of Step-Type Fissures with the Advancing of Working Face. Working face 4104 of Chuancao Gedan Coal Mine is 1834 m in length and 253 m in width, with an average thickness of 3.5 m and an average buried depth of 80.7 m. The borehole columnar section of Working face 4104 is shown in Figure 4(a).

Figure 4(b) is that surface fissures in the 130–280 m section of Coal face 4104 were measured on-site once the mining face had advanced to the 290 m position. The surface mining-induced fissures are generated periodically with the advancing of Working face 4104. The fissures are distributed along the length direction of the working face. The morphological development of the fissures is step-type shape. The fissures distance ranged from 12.6 m to 19.1 m (average distance = 14.9 m).

Through field measurement analysis, the development of surface mining-induced fissures in the middle of working face is earlier than both ends of working face. The surface fissures were measured from April 20 to April 26 in 2011. The dynamic development of vertical throw and horizontal opening of ground fissures 1# in the middle of Working face 4104 is shown in Figure 5(a).

In the middle of Working face 4104, the fissure horizontal opening fluctuates between 2 mm~15 mm; both the fissure horizontal opening and variable quantity are small. The fissure vertical throw fluctuates between 0 mm~360 mm and increases with the advance of mining coal face. The vertical throw changes little when fissures are ahead of working face and increases sharply when fissures are located near the top of working face.

The relationship between the fissure vertical throw and support resistance of hydraulic support in the middle of Working face 4104 is shown in Figure 5(b). There is one cycle of periodic weighting in the middle of Working face 4104 during observation. Vertical throw of the surface mining-induced fissures mutated and reached maximum value of 310 mm after periodic weighting.

3.2. Dynamic Development of Collapse-Type Fissures with the Advancing of Working Face. Working face 6104 of Chuancao Gedan Coal Mine is 2093 m in length and 148 m in width, with an average thickness of 12.8 m and an average buried depth of 116.6 m. The borehole columnar section of Working face 6104 is shown in Figure 6(a).

Figure 6(b) is that surface fissures in the 0–220 m section of Coal face 6104 were measured on-site once the mining face...
The fissures are also generated periodically and distributed along the length direction of the working face. The morphological development of the fissures is central-sink shape. The fissures distance ranged from 12.7 m to 23.8 m (average distance = 17.5 m).

The dynamic development of vertical throw and horizontal opening of ground fissures 1# in the middle of Working face 6104 from September 15 to September 25 in 2014 is shown in Figure 7(a).

The ground fissures have large vertical throw and horizontal opening in the middle of Working face 6104. The vertical throw and horizontal opening fluctuate between 0 mm–1100 mm. The ground fissures are collapse-type fissures. The fissure horizontal opening increases and then...
decreases with the advancing of working face. The maximum horizontal opening and vertical throw occur when the lag distance is about 10 m. The horizontal opening decreases gradually with the increase of the lag distance between the fissure and the working face and is less than 450 mm when the lag distance > 30 m. Because of the squeezing effect of the earth’s surface soil, the value of the vertical throw tends to be stable after it reaches the maximum value.

The relationship between the fissure vertical throw and horizontal opening and support resistance of hydraulic support in the middle of working face is shown in Figure 7(b). There were two cycles of periodic weighting in the middle of Working face 6104 during observation. After the periodic weighting in the middle of Working face 6104, the vertical throw and horizontal opening of the surface mining-induced fissure mutated and reached maximum.

Next periodic weighting causes the dimension parameter of other ground fissures to mutate and reach maximum value.

4. Movement Forms of Overlying Strata and Formation Mechanism of Surface Fissure in Shallow Coal Seam Mining

Per on-site measurements, the ground fissures are generated periodically with the advancing of working face. The vertical throw and horizontal opening of surface fissures mutate with roof weighting. It indicates that there are strata controlling the upper strata to surface cover layer. The periodic fracture of this rock strata causes movement of its overlying strata and the loose layer and leads to ground surface fissures. These strata are called loading key strata [20, 21]. The loading key
strata are hard and thick strata, which support the upper strata and the loose covering layer in some form of mechanical structure. Their periodic fracture directly influences roof pressure, strata movement, and mining subsidence. The movement forms of the loading key strata have a great significance for overlying strata movement and formation mechanism of ground fissures in shallow coal seam mining.

The distribution of the overlying strata in a shallow buried coal seam is shown in Figure 8. The coal seam is covered with stratum 1 to \( m \). The upper layer is the loose covering layer, which is composed of soil or weak rock.

The thickness of each stratum is set to \( h_i \), the volume force is \( \gamma_i \), the modulus of elasticity is \( E_i \), and \( i = 1, 2, 3, \ldots, m \). Per the theory of key strata (Qian and Zhao 1987), the loading key strata of the overlying strata in shallow coal seam mining must meet the following three conditions:

\[
q_n > q_{n-1} > \cdots > q_1, \quad q_n = (q_n)_{\text{overburden}}, \quad (q_n)_{\text{overburden}} > (q_{n+1})_{\text{overburden}} > \cdots > (q_m)_{\text{overburden}}, \quad L_n > L_{n+1} > \cdots > L_m. \tag{1}
\]

Among them,

\[
(q_n)_{\text{overburden}} = E_n h_n^3 \left( \frac{\sum_{i=n}^{m} \gamma_i h_i + \overline{\gamma}_{\text{overburden}} h_{\text{overburden}}}{\sum_{i=n}^{m} E_i h_i^3} \right),
\]

\[
(q_n)_{\text{m}} = E_n h_n^3 \left( \frac{\sum_{i=n}^{m} \gamma_i h_i}{\sum_{i=n}^{m} E_i h_i^3} \right).
\]

In the formula, \((q_n)_{\text{overburden}}\) is the load under the action of the bedrock and covering strata on strata \( n \), kN/m\(^2\); \((q_n)_{\text{m}}\) is the load under the action of strata \( m \) on strata \( n \), kN/m\(^2\); \( q_i \) \((i = 1, 2, 3, \ldots, n)\) is the load of strata \( i \), kN/m\(^2\); \( L_i \) \((i = n, n+1, \ldots, m)\) is the caving step distance of strata \( i \), m; \( \gamma_i \), \( E_i \), and \( h_i \) are the rock average bulk density, average elastic modulus, and thickness of rock strata of strata \( i \), kN/m\(^3\), MPa, and m, respectively; \( \overline{\gamma}_{\text{overburden}} \) and \( h_{\text{overburden}} \) are the average bulk density of bedrocks and overburden as well as overburden thickness, kN/m\(^3\) and m, respectively.

Equation (1) indicates that the loading key strata are determined according to the load step and the load [7].

According to the lithology characteristics of coal and rock and their physical and mechanical parameters of Working face 4104 and 6104, combined with formula (1), the loading key strata in Working face 4104 are fine-grained sandstone strata with thickness of 13.7 m and the loading key strata in Working face 6104 are siltstone strata with thickness of 9.2 m. Using 3DEC numerical simulation software [22, 23], the movement characteristics of overlying strata in the working face are analyzed as follows:

1. The mining height of Working face 4104 is 3.5 m. According to the observation results of surface fissures, the broken strata size \( h \times l \) (rock thickness \times broken length) of loading key strata is 14.0 m \( \times \) 15.0 m.
The movement of the loading key strata and the overlying strata in Working face 4104 is shown in Figure 9(a).

(2) The mining height of Working face 6104 is 12.8 m. According to the observation results of surface fissures, the broken strata size \( h \times l \) (rock thickness \( \times \) broken length) of loading key strata is 9.0 m \( \times \) 17.0 m. The movement of the loading key strata and the overlying strata in Working face 6104 is shown in Figure 9(b).

The fracture of loading key strata causes the movement of overlying strata and covering layer, which leads directly to surface mining-induced fissures.

Separating by loading key strata, the overburden strata in shallow coal seam mining are divided into two regions, which is shown in Figures 9(a) and 9(b). There are loading key strata, upper strata, and surface covering layer in region I. The generation and dynamic variation of mining-induced fissures are influenced by the breaking and movement of the loading key strata. There are bedrock strata (lower bedrock strata) from the immediate roof to the loading key strata in region II. The rock strata in this area are irregular or regular caved with the coal seam mining.

According to the geometrical characteristics and articulated structure of broken rocks, the loading key strata may form two kinds of structure after breaking, which are "step beam" (Figure 9(a)) and "voussoir beam" (Figure 9(b)). When the mined out space cannot be fully filled by caving strata under the loading key strata and there is free space between the caved coal gangue and loading key strata, rock block N and rock block M will form the "step beam" structure. Rock block N falls completely on caved coal gangue; rock block M rotates with the advance of the mining coal face. It is supported at point \( A \) (from nonbroken rock masses) and point \( B \) (from rock block N).

In order to analyze the movement form of the "step beam" structure, the mechanical analysis of the key block M is as follows.

The mined out space cannot be fully filled by the caving strata below the loading key strata. Therefore, rock block N falls completely on the caved coal gangue and the subsidence amount of rock N is

\[
\omega = M - (K_Z - 1) L. \tag{3}
\]

In the formula, \( M \) is mining height, \( m \); \( K_Z \) is hulking coefficient of caved rock, generally taking the value of 1.1~1.3; \( L \) is thickness of bedrock strata below the loading key strata, m.

Defining the difference value between loading key strata thickness \( h \) and rock subsidence amount \( \omega \) to be overlap thickness \( h_0 \) among the broken rocks of the loading key strata, then \( h_0 = h - \omega \). Defining the ratio between the overlap thickness of the broken rocks of loading key strata \( h_0 \) and the loading strata thickness \( h \) to be the overlap coefficient...
$n$ among the rocks of the loading key strata, then $n$ can be expressed in the following equation:

$$n = \frac{h_0}{h} = \frac{h - w}{h}, \quad (4)$$

where the value range of $n$ is 0–1.

According to the geometrical contact relations of rock rotation, considering the rock extrusion plastic deformation and the stress situation during the critical instability of rock M, assuming the horizontal forces $T_A$ and $T_B$ are located in the boundary position of the rock extrusion plastic deformation size $a$, $a$ can be expressed in the following equation:

$$a = \frac{1}{2} \left( h - l \sin \theta \right), \quad (5)$$

where $h$ is the thickness of loading key strata; $l$ is the length size of breaking limit of loading key strata; $\theta$ is the rotation distortion angle of the broken rocks.

Analyzing rock M, taking the equilibrium condition of horizontal and vertical force $Q_A = Q_B$, we can get

$$\sum F_x = 0, \quad T_A = T_B, \quad \sum F_y = 0, \quad Q_A = Q_B = \frac{P}{2}.$$  \quad (6)

The moment equilibrium condition at point $A$ is

$$\sum M_A = 0, \quad Q_B \left[ l \cos \theta + \left( h - w - \frac{3}{2} a \right) \tan \theta \right] - \frac{P}{2} l \cos \theta$$

$$+ T_B \left( h - w - 2a \right) = 0. \quad (7)$$

According to the upper formula, we can get the horizontal extrusion pressure of the block edge:

$$T_A = T_B = \frac{P \left( h - w - (3/2)a \right) \tan \theta}{2 \left( h - w - 2a \right)}. \quad (8)$$

The span-thickness ratio of the broken rocks is set to be $\varepsilon$, $\varepsilon = l/h$, formula (4) and formula (5) are brought into formula (8), and we can get

$$T_A = T_B = \frac{P \left( 3n - 1 + \varepsilon \sin \theta \right) \tan \theta}{4 \left( n - 1 + \varepsilon \sin \theta \right)}. \quad (9)$$

If the downward sliding movement of rock M at point $A$ occurs, it must meet the following condition:

$$T_A \tan \varphi \geq Q_A, \quad (10)$$

where $\tan \varphi$ is the friction factor among the broken rocks, generally taking the value of 0.5.

Bringing $Q_A = P/2$ and formula (9) into formula (10), we can get the condition which should be satisfied if rock M does not appear downward sliding movement:

$$\varepsilon \geq \frac{4 - 4n + 3n \tan \theta - \tan \theta}{\sin \theta (4 - \tan \theta)}. \quad (11)$$

According to the general geological conditions of the mining coal face in shallow coal seam, $\theta$ is set to be 0–12°. Calculated by formula (11), under different values of $n$, if broken rocks of loading key strata do not appear downward sliding movement, the conditions which should be satisfied are shown in Figure 11(a). It is shown that it must meet the following condition: $\varepsilon > 2.0$ if the downward sliding movement of “step beam” structure does not occur. The limit span-thickness ratio $\varepsilon$ of broken rocks of loading key strata in shallow coal mining is generally below 2.0 [6, 7]. Therefore the movement form is manifested in downward sliding movement.

The “voussoir beam” structure of loading key strata is shown in Figure 9(b). Rock block N subsides with the compaction of coal gangue in the lower caving zone (caving gangue is irregularly accumulation in goaf). Rock M rotates with the advance of working face and is supported by rock M at point $A$ and rock N at point $B$.

According to the analysis of key rock M of “step beam” structure in loading key strata, the discriminant of broken rocks of loading key strata do not appear downward sliding movement is

$$\varepsilon \geq \frac{2 \tan \theta}{\sin \theta (4 - \tan \theta)}. \quad (12)$$

Whether the downward sliding movement of rock M occurs is related to the span-thickness ratio $\varepsilon$ and the rotation angle $\theta$ of the rock can be seen from the above formula. Figure 11(b) is the condition which should be satisfied if the rock does not appear downward sliding movement.

It can be seen from Figure 11(b) that it must meet the following condition: $\varepsilon > 0.5$ if the downward sliding movement of “step beam” structure does not occur. The limit span-thickness ratio of broken block in shallow thick coal seam mining is larger than 0.5 [6, 7]. Therefore the movement form is manifested in downward rotation movement.

Due to the effects of the breaking angle ($a$) of rocks in the caving zone, the fracture of the loading key strata lagged behind the fracture of the coalface by a distance of $l_T$. Periodic rupture and movement of loading key strata lead to the periodic generation of surface fissures. Surface mining-induced fissures are step-type fissures and collapse-type fissures when the movement form of breaking loading key strata is manifested in downward rotation movement. The surface horizontal deformation and fissures horizontal opening increase when the movement form of breaking loading key strata is manifested in downward rotation movement. As the physical and mechanical indexes of loess and aeolian sand cover are low, the fissure horizontal opening amount
increases with the movement of the loading key strata. The periodic movement of loading key strata and the formation process of surface fissures are shown in Figure 12.

It can be seen from Figure 12 that the vertical throw $\Delta w$ of surface fissures is mainly determined by the subsidence amount $w$ of broken rocks of loading key strata. The horizontal opening $\Delta u$ of surface fissures is mainly determined by revolution angle $\theta$. $\Delta w$ and $\Delta u$ have positive correlation relationship with $\theta$. Controlling and reducing the vertical subsidence amount $w$ and revolution angle $\theta$ of loading key strata broke rocks to reduce the generation of damaging surface fissures.

5. Analysis of Mining Technology to Reduce the Generation of Damaging Surface Fissures in Shallow Coal Seam Mining

On the basis of above researches, mining technologies for controlling the formation of damaging surface fissures have been proposed by reducing the subsidence amount $w$ and the revolution angle $\theta$ of broken rocks. The control effect is analyzed by 3DEC numerical simulation based on the geological conditions of Working face 4104 and Working face 6104.

5.1. Mining with Narrow Coal Pillar and Limited Thickness Extraction to Control the Surface Fissures in the Surrounding Area of Goaf. The ground surface of the shallow coal seam mining face will generate mining-induced fissures [24]. Due to the existence of entry protection coal pillar, two adjacent working faces near the coal pillar generate permanent surface fissures (see Figure 13). The ground surface near the beginning line and the terminal line of working face will also generate permanent surface fissures (see Figure 14). These surface fissures generally connect ground surface with goaf, which have great influence on safety mining and surface ecological environment of mining area.
5.2. Backfill Mining and Rapid Advancing Mining to Control the Surface Fissures in Mining Process.

In the mining process of shallow coal seam, surface fissures will be generated and developed dynamically with the advancing of working face. Their development dimension parameter shows a dynamic change characteristic with movement of the loading key strata. Due to the crushing and expanding

In order to control the damaging surface fissures on chain pillar side of mining face roadway, mining with narrow coal pillar is proposed [25]. Based on the production and geological conditions of Working face 4104, the morphological development of mining-induced fissures under the condition of coal pillar mining and mining with narrow coal pillar are analyzed. The results are shown in Figure 13.

It can be seen that loading key strata above coal pillar lack support under the condition of mining with narrow coal pillar. They will rotate and sink with the advancing of working face and tend to be stable. There are no obvious surface step-type fissures. The main benefit of mining with narrow coal pillar is to avoid or reduce obvious surface fissures and reduce uneven surface subsidence.

In order to control the damaging ground fissures near the beginning line and the terminal line of working face, limited thickness extraction for the gradual increase (decrease) of mining height is put forward. Based on the production and geological conditions of Working face 6104, taking the mining area near the beginning line as an example, the morphological development of surface fissures under conditions of normal mining and limited thickness extraction are compared and analyzed. The results are shown in Figure 14.

It can be seen that vertical throw of surface mining-induced fissures near the beginning line reaches 3.8 m and connects ground surface with goaf under the condition of normal mining, which will cause serious damage to the surface ecological environment. The sinking amount of the loading key strata sinks in stages with the increasing of mining height, and the subsidence amount of each stage is smaller than it under the normal mining condition. When using the mining technology of gradual increasing mining height (limited thickness extraction) near the beginning line, there are two or more surface fissures. The vertical throw of each fissure is obviously reduced. And its maximum value is 1.7 m, which is significantly reduced compared with it under the normal mining conditions.
The extrusion of surface soil, they do not tend to be closed with the broken rocks movement of the loading key strata but keep a certain value of vertical throw and horizontal opening. In order to control the surface damaging fissures generated periodically, the rotary and sinking amount of adjacent broken rocks in the loading key strata should be controlled.

Backfill mining is to fill the filling materials into goaf of working face in order to control overburden strata caving and surface subsidence in goaf [26, 27]. In order to control surface fissures of shallow coal seam, the authors take gangue filling as an example to analyze the control effect of backfill mining in Working face 4104 on the morphological development of surface mining-induced fissures. The results are shown in Figure 15.

It can be seen that the rotary and sinking amount of the loading key strata and the vertical throw of surface fissures are significantly reduced. The influence of surface mining-induced fissures on ecological environment is weakened under the condition of backfill mining.

The movement of overlying strata in shallow coal seam mining has the features of temporal and spatial variation. The rotary and sinking amount of broken rocks of loading key strata gradually increase to maximum value with the advancing of working face. Increasing the advancing speed of working face can slow down the sinking value of loading key strata in goaf within a certain range behind the working face and then reduce the development size of surface mining-induced fissures and reduce its damage to the surface ecological environment. Figure 16 shows the morphological development of surface mining-induced fissures at different advancing speed in Working face 4104. In the mining process, different time-steps calculating DEC numerical calculation software represent different mining speeds (3000 time-steps represent slow advance, 2000 time-steps represent medium speed advance, and 1000 time-steps represent rapid advance).

It can be seen that the maximum vertical throw of the surface fissures is 1.6 m under the condition of slow advance.
advancing. The maximum vertical throw of the surface fissures is 0.7 m under the condition of medium-speed advancing. The maximum vertical throw of the surface fissures is 0.4 m under the condition of fast advancing. The vertical deformation amount of adjacent broken rocks of the loading key strata and the vertical throw of surface mining-induced fissures are larger under the condition of slow advancing. Along with the acceleration of the advancing speed, the broken rocks of loading strata show the characteristics of slow sinking and the vertical throw of surface fissures is reducing.

6. Conclusions

(1) Two typical mining-induced fissures, step-type fissures and collapse-type fissures, can be generated on the ground surface of shallow coal seam mining. The fissures with large vertical throw or horizontal opening can severely impact on water resources protection and surface ecological environment of mining area.

(2) The surface fissures are generated periodically with the advancing of working face and distributed along the length direction of the working face. The development dimension of the fissures is changed dynamically with the roof weighting and movement of overlying strata.

(3) The fracture of loading key strata causes the movement of overlying strata and covering layer, which leads directly to surface mining-induced fissures and influences their morphological development. The rotary and sinking amount of broken rock determines the development size of surface fissures.

(4) In order to control the damaging surface fissures in shallow coal seam mining, the mining technologies to reduce damaging ground fissures are put forward, including mining with narrow coal pillar, limited thickness extraction, backfill mining, and rapid advancing mining.
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